What would be your Top Tips for new students?
1) Google or Wikipedia is fine for some initial searches to scope out your research topic. So yeah,
just be sensible when you're using the web for your research. The most important thing is just to
think critically about them. Take a moment to check what they are, where they come from, before
you decide whether you want to use them.
2) TV programs like newspapers, they can be a good source, especially TV documentaries. One of the
advisors in the inclusive team said to me that it's a really good place to prime your brain. If you find
reading challenging, then you know, TV documentary can be a really great place to start to
understand “what are the key concepts in this thing I'm looking at?”, and “what's the key
vocabulary?” and get that all into your brain. And then when you come to do the reading that you've
been asked to do for your course, you're going to find that easier, because those things are already
there.
3) I wanted to emphasize that we have the most amazing video collection here that's growing all the
time. It's a physical collection. But it's also a very rich and growing streaming collection, we have
access to something called Box of Broadcasts, and once you sign u, you don't need a TV licence while
you're at Uni. Because it has all UK TV and radio channels and an archive of broadcast programs.
4) Come to your library induction, or at least come for a walk around library before you need to use
it. Learning how to use the library early on means that all your studying will be that much easier.
Because you can use the library like a tool instead of learning to use that tool as you go.
5) Always bring your student ID card. The other thing is don't be afraid to come and ask the staff at
the help desk. Please just come and ask.
6) My top tip would be, I would say it's a good idea for the first few assignments to do the
referencing manually. Rather than using an app or an online tool. Do it as you go. Every time you sit
or do a bit of reading, start to take notes, make a note of all the bibliographic detail.
7) Look at whatever is given to you on the learning space. So module guides, assignment briefs,
anything that tells you what's expected for the assignment, and then you try and just go at it really
and try and really pick it apart.
8) My first one would be to be curious, be curious when reading, watching or listening to something.
Be aware of the ideas and references mentioned in whatever you're reading or listening to or
watching. These can lead you to other useful resources.
9) Come in use the space. It's your space, so make the most of it. And if you're ever unsure about
anything, just come and ask at the desk.

